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Pardon me for lett h ou wait so long but I had so much to do during
the last few weeks that it was imfossible to answer sooner.
it is.difficult to make a correct illustration without having the text at
nand in order to know what is important and what isn't.
In the meanwhile I have received a few copies of the last book I have
illustrated. It is a German translation of J.W,Schultz' My Life as an
ndian. The paper is very bad and the lines have therefore frequently

['run together in rather unsightly blotches.('., tG, PAL{ h. 4nr )

fi As to the price of my illustrations about which you inquire, I would
charge $15 for each of several full page illustrations (wash drawings)
and 32 .3 if there is to be just one frontispiece.
As to photographs of Blackfoot or other tipis, I am sorry to say that I
ave none sufficiently large to see anything of the arrangement of the

polio, all the photos I ever made of that subject were taken at a consi-
derable distance on 4X5 plates so that the tipis appear very small.
Unfortunately I have pasted all my prints of that kind into an album so
that it would be difficult Po send them unless I sed the whole album
which would hardly be wortrr3nile, since you could not learn much from
it anyhow for your purposes. Wissler t s monograph on the "Material Culture
of the Blackfoot Indians" has a few illustrations on the various , tipi
knots of different tribes but he describes in detail only the arrange-
ment of the poles in the Dakota lodge. It is in the Series of the Anthro-
pological Papers,f the Am. Mus. of Nat History, Vol. 5, Partl,
There are, I just see, in that volume a few small illustrations made
from snapshots of Blackfoot women setting up a lodge. I also just notice
that he has after all a description of the order in which the poles are
arranged on page loo. I shall be glad to send you the book if you want it
in which case let me know.
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I knew thertthave left long ago.
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at the Blackfoot agency that I doubt
re. the agent and an other official whom
The only party I know of who bould accom-
poles would be one of the traders.

name of Sherbourne or Sherburn,I think
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a large map of the park, as distributed
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could be of iiell,to you in this matter.
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